2 Development

2.3 Maturity

'‘System-process-plan’ perspectives
‘Structure-form-function’ views
Deep and broad understanding

2.4 Action — doing something to achieve a desired outcome

2.5 Expression — how a person expresses his or her feelings

2.6 Relationships — with others

2.7 Consultation / Collaboration

2.8 Information / Communication

2.9 Research — mentoring

At the most advanced level of holistic development, Systems Planning Assimilated Base Skills

Systems Planning

Educational dynamics around classic values (Perdicoùlis, 2014d) regarding competences (upper tier)

Simplified, yet robust and effective

Tuned Form

Adjusted to a particular purpose or situation

Fluid Function

Appreciation or acclaim for an achievement, service, or ability

Satisfaction

Pleasure derived from the achievement of one’s wishes, expectations, or needs

Refinement

Perdicoùlis, A. (2014b)
Perdicoùlis, A. (2014c)
Perdicoùlis, A. (2014f)

Mastery

Professional Perfection

4.1 Primer — what is pertinent (or not) in each case

4.2 Action — doing something to achieve a desired outcome

Be comfortable with all media

Be open about reasoning

Be receptive — ‘listen’ to everyone with attention

Be aware

Be clear

Be able to tell

Be able to seek

Be demanding to understand

Be able to ‘see’

Be able to work

Be meticulous — master structure and method

4.3 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.4 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.5 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.6 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.7 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.8 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.9 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.10 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.11 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.12 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.13 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.14 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.15 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.16 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.17 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)

4.18 Advanced — professional perfection

Be personal, and for which it takes a number of years and continuous re-visits to reach an appreciable


Integration: holistic mindset and approach to subject matter (Perdicoùlis, 2016a)